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Abstract
This paper presents a new technique to parallelize Newton method for the locally 
conical approximate, laminar Navier-Stokes solutions on a distributed memory parallel 
computer. The method uses Newton's method for nonlinear systems of equations to find 
steady-state solutions. The parallelization is based on a parallel iterative solver for large 
sparse non-symmetric linear system. The method of distributed storage of the matrix data 
results in the corresponding geometric domain decomposition. The large sparse Jacobian 
matrix is then generated distributively in each subdomain. Since the numerical algorithms 
on the global domain are unchanged, the convergence and the accuracy of the original 
sequential scheme are maintained, and no inner boundary condition is needed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main factors limiting the widespread use of robust and fast convergence 
Navier-Stokes (N-S) solvers is their requirement for very large computer memory. Recent 
advances in parallel distributed memory multiprocessors offer the best near-term hope for 
solving the N-S equations using implicit methods and ultimately Newton's methods. 
However, how to develop efficient parallel algorithms more suitable to these computer 
architectures is presently the main task. Recently Venkatakrishnan et al. [15], Braaten 
[2,3], and Tromeur-Dervout et al [13] have done some research in parallel N-S solutions. 
Radicati et al [11] and Leland et al [5] studied parallel linear system solutions. In this 
paper, based on the parallel a-GMRES method [16] for solving the large sparse non- 
symmetric linear system, the authors have developed a new parallel Newton's algorithm 
for the N-S equations. Using the a-GMRES method [16] Qin et al [8] has presented the 
sequential Newton's algorithm for the same flowfields as discussion in this paper.
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The locally conical Navier-Stokes equations can be derived through the general 
coordinate transformation
x = = r © sin0 (ti,Q coscp (ri,Q
Y = Y(^5T],0 = r (^) sin0 (t],Q sirup (ri,Q (2.1)
z = z(^,Tl,Q = r (^)cos6>(ti,0
to the 3-D Navier-Stokes equations in Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). Here r (^) is the 
transformation to the radial coordinate. The parameters 9 (r|,Q and (p (q,Q are general 
two dimensional transformations to fit different conical shapes and control the clustering of 
grid points. After the locally conical approximation, i.e. the derivatives of flow properties 
to r are neglected, the following governing equations are obtained [9].
|^ + ^+H=0
3n a? (2.2)
where
Q = Q /J , Q = [p, pu, pv, pw, Et]T 
F = Fi - Fv , G = Gi - Gv
Fi = (71X/J) Ei + (Tiy/J) Fi + (T1Z/J) Gi , Gi = (Cx/J) Ei + (Cy/J) Fi + (Cz/J) G,
FV = (WJ) Ev + (Tiy/J) Fv + (t|z/J) GV , Gv = (Cx/J) Ev + (Cy/J) Fv + (Cz/J) Gv
Ei = [pu, pu2 + p, puv, puw, (Et + p)u]T 
F i = [pv, puv, pv2 + p, pvw, (Et + p)v]T 
G i = [pw, puw, pvw, pw2 + p, (Et + p)w]T
Ev = [o, Xxx, Xxy, Txz> UIxx + VXxy + W'Cicz - Qx]T
Fv = [o, Txy> VY’ Vz’ + VTyy + W'^z - Qy]T 
Gv = [o, x>cZ, TyZ, xzz, UTicz + vi^z + WX2I2: - qz]T
H =(2Ei-Ev)/C
3. DISCRETIZATION AND NEWTON METHOD 
In order to capture both the strong shock waves and the shear layers for accurate 
prediction of the flowfield and, therefore, accurate prediction of the heat transfer rate 
distributions, the choice of numerical schemes becomes an important factor in the 
computer simulation.
3.1. High Resolution Scheme Formulation
In the cell centred finite volume formulation employed here, the state variables Q 
are evaluated at cell centres and represent cell-averaged values. The fluxes Fi and Gi are
evaluated at cell interfaces. The spatial derivatives are then represented as a flux balance 
across a cell. The interface flux is determined from a local one-dimensional model of wave 
interactions normal to the cell interfaces. With the flux difference splitting (EDS) model 
developed by Osher et al [6,7], the interface flux can be written as
Fi = 1/2 Fi(QL)+Fi(QR)-R^ dQ
(3.1)
3.2. The MUSCL Scheme for High Order Accuracy and the Limiter
The state-variable interpolations determine the resulting accuracy of the scheme. A 
k-parameter family of higher-order schemes [14,1] can be written as
Q^+i/2,j = Qi,j + |(ji(l-ks)A. + (l-i-ks)A+]l 
^ i-j
Of+i/2,j = Qi+i,j - |(^)[(l-ks)A+ -I- (l-t-ks)A.]|
4 (3.2)
where
s =■ 2A+A, -I- g
(A+)2 + (A,)2 + e
(^+)i,j Qi+l,j ■ Qi,j> - QiJ - Qi-lJ
3.3. The Newton Method
The basic solution procedure is known as Newton's method for systems of 
nonlinear equations. Systems of this type have the form
!F(Q) = 0 (3.3)
The general Newton's method is
|^)nAnQ = -j"(Q)
dl2' (3.4)
By forming y (Q) and the Jacobian dy/dQ at the known nth iterate, the increment 
AHQ is then found by solving the linear system. The value of Q at the new iterate is given 
by
Qn+1 = Qn + AnQ a5)
4. PARALLEL a-GMRES METHOD 
We denote the linear system by
^X = b (4.1)
where the stmcture of depends on the spatial discretization scheme used. Typically we 
consider the following system resulting from a second or third order high resolution 
scheme using a stmctured grid for a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes solution. The linear 
system will be a block 13-point diagonal matrix which can be denoted as
4.1. The a-GMRES Method
For the large sparse non-symmetric linear system = b, the a-GMRES method 
[16] is written as
(a/+Xn+1 = (Er^b ■¥ axn . (4.2)
Given Xn, the above equation is solved for xn+1 using the GMRES method [12]. This 
procedure is continued until the sequence X" is converged, and the convergent vector is the 
solution of the onginal linear system. This procedure could be thought as an inner iterative 
loop of GMRES algorithm combined with the outer iterative loop of a-GMRES algorithm. 
Here 2)is a block diagonal matrix of /is a unit matrix, and a > 0.
4.2. The Parallel a-GMRES Method
It is assumed there are P processors available.
4.2.1. Data Distribution
The matrix Ei can be written in columns as J? = [ j/1, ? where are
NxL submatrics, p=1,2,...,P. A vector V can be written as
fVl'
V = V.2
vP/
where vP is vector of order L corresponding to JiP, p=1,2,...,P. j^P and vP are stored in
each processor p. The distribution of the matrix data in columns does not increase the data 
storage compared to the sequential case.
Remark: The L in the order of NxL may be not the same in different processors.
4.2.2. Parallel Algorithm
Let ei be the convergence criterion of the inner GMRES algorithm and e2 be the 
convergence criterion of the outer loop of the a-GMRES algorithm. In processor p, 
perform the following calculations and communications.
Step 1: Initialization 
Set an initial guess xP0, we have
we
<3 P V P — ? P
^ A o~' 0 ’ 
rP =b p - rP
(*)
and
lirdiJS (rP0 ■l’P0)
P=1
Let 5 = llr0ll and wP0 = xP0. 
Remarks:
(*): Matrix-vector multiplication can be generated as follows
^ Vi = U1 JlP)
1V1
q
\6
0
+... +
1 0 
0
10
/ *
I* /
/* \
\* /
4-... -f-
(*]
it
* /
V1 0 ^
W /
) = j?1 V1 j-f- ji2\^ i+-.- +
q 
6
+
V2
0
-1-... -I-
0
q
where indicates the communication of data among different processors to foim V,. in 
this way, the task of calculating for P processors is divided by calculating j^P vPj on 
processor p. This is the main calculation in the GMRES method. The resulting vector Vj is 
again distributed to the P processors. The only communication required in the calculation 
IS m the formation of Vi. Due to the sparsity of the matrix this communication is only of 
a limited nature.
(**). Here requires the collection of the partial inner products carried out on each 
processor.
Step 2: Calculate « = (a/-i- and C = 2X1b
7
We can write ® in columns as ® ®2,SP ]; which has the sam£ stendl a§ matnx
Parts of CD-1 are calculated in each processor separately. So can be performed in 
each processor provided that appropriate communications are arranged. Then the a is 
added in diagonal elements in each processor so that we have SP in each processor. C=<rt 
1b cai1 be performed in each processor without any communication.
Step 3: Calculation 
Let gPq = cP + a wPq and we have
/nP \A/P — f P 
w 0“ T 0 >
fp-=eP -fp 1 0 c 0 ‘ f
and then set
so we have
gP _fP v 1~T 0 >
Ilfdl I(fpo.fpo) • 
P=1
1 llfoll ■
V p - 1 0
Let 5i = llf0ll in the first iteration.
Step 4: For i=l to k
S p Vp.= V p
I 1 ’
the elements of the Hessenberg matrix are calculated using
p=i
We then calculate
and
5Piti=vpi-23i+1,jvP
j=l
llVi+lll I(5p,tl.5p.tl)
P=1
and normalise the base vector as follows
V p. = v 1+1 i+lllVi+ill
8
After k steps, the Hessenberg matrix is
P2.1 Ps.i Pk+1,1
• IIV2II P3,2 Pk+1,2
0 IIV3II ■
0 0
Pk+l,k
lIVk+lll
Step 5: Uses a Q-R algorithm to find y such that
11 % ei --i^^y II = min II §2 6i - II , 
yoeRk
where y — ( y^, y2>"-»yk )^> ©1 = (l,0i,...,0ic)T and 82 = IlfoH, so we have wP = wPq + 
2ykvPk.
Step 6: Calculation
®PWP = fp 
fp =e po - fp ,
and
llfll 2 (fp.fp) .
p=1
If llfll < 5! X £! then we go to next step, or else let wP0 = wP and go to step 3.
Step 7: Calculation
j?PwP = fP , 
rP = b p -?P
and
llrll = A/~2 (rP’rP) •
p=1
If llrll < 5 X £2 then the algorithm is stopped, else we let wP0 = wP and go to step 3.
5. PARALLEL GENERATION OF THE SPARSE JACOBIAN MATRIX 
Consider the solution of the nonlinear system given by Eq. (3.3) using Newton's 
method. The approach is to replace the analytic Jacobian with a numerically approximated 
Jacobian. Qin and Richards [10] have successfuUy applied the method for the estimation of 
sparse Jacobian matrices [4] for the Navier-Stokes solutions. In the sequential computation
case: Let h be square root of machine epsilon, if J7 is a band matrix of band-width m=2p-l 
then the difference lFj(Q-f-h ej) - iFjCQ) is zero if I i - j I > p; it follows that we may find 
simultaneously approximations to columns j+km, k = 0,1,2,..., of j/ from the difference 
^ ej+km) ■ ^i(Q)- Here the sum X is for the subscript k. In this way the total 
number of subroutine calls needed can be reduced from n-i-1 to m-t-1. This strategy 
positively minimizes the total number of function evaluations in view of the number of 
unknown coefficients in each row of J. In the parallel case: Because the property of 
forming the Jacobian is according to columns the Jacobian J can be generated in each 
subdomain. Here this subdomain compared with the subdomain corresponding to the 
matrix storage case is relative large, i.e. it is based on the original subdomain with each 
one extended 4 gnd points into the neighbouring subdomain.
6. NUMERICAL TESTS AND DISCUSSION 
The foregoing numerical tests have been carried out on the test case of a laminar Mach 
7.95 flow around a sharp cone with a cold wall (Tw =309.8K) and at an angle of attack of 
240. The Reynolds number is 4.1xl06 and the flow temperature is 55.4K. This case 
produces a flow which has a large separated flow region with embedded shock waves on 
the leeward side of the cone and strong gradients in the thin boundary layer on the 
windward side. Accurate validation with experiment was achieved in the flow field and 
heat transfer distribution. The spatial discretization scheme used is the Osher flux 
difference splitting scheme. The formal accuracy is third order for the convective fluxes 
and second order for the diffusive fluxes.
The grids in the cross section tested in the two cases are 34x34, and 66x34. The 
method of distributed storage of the matrix data results in the corresponding geometric 
domain decomposition which is illustrated in Fig. 1. The resulting large sparse non- 
symmetric linear systems to be solved are block 13-point structured matrices of order 
32x32x5 and 64x32x5 corresponding to the different grids.
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subdomain: 1
Fig. 1: The domain decomposition
The parallel algorithm has been tested on a distributed memory computer, the 
University of Glasgow Meiko Computing Surface composed of T800 transputers. Fig.2 
shows the speedup achieved using from 1 to 8 processors for solving the linear system 
using the oc-GMRES algorithm. Fig.3 shows the convergence histories for different 
numbers of processors. The convergence criterion of the inner GMRES algorithm e1 is 10- 
1 and the convergence criterion of the outer loop of the a-GMRES algorithm e2 is lO'10. 
Fig.4 shows the speedup achieved using from 1 to 8 processors for solving the Navier- 
Stokes equation using the Newton's method. Fig.5 shows the convergence histories for 
different numbers of processors, the convergence criterion of the inner GMRES algorithm 
el is lO-1, the convergence criterion of the outer loop of a-GMRES algorithm e2 is lO'2, 
and the convergence criterion of the whole Navier-Stokes solution e3 is lO'10. As for the 
classical Newton method, a good initial guess is an important aspect. The initial guess 
used here was provided by an explicit time dependent approach using the Runge-Kutta 
method with local time stepping, which is robust when starting the solution from free 
stream conditions but slow in convergence. Fig.6 shows the memory required on each 
processor for solving the Navier-Stokes equation. As can be seen, the requirement on the 
memory for each processor decreases as the number of the processors increases. To give 
an impression of the flowfield solved, fig.7 shows the temperature contours of the solved 
flow field.
1 1
34x34 grid 
66x34 grid
number of processors
Fig. 2: Speedup with different grids for a-GMRES algorithm
■ 1 processor 
2 processors
■ 4 processors
■ 8 processors
-10-
-12-
10000 20000 30000
cpu(sec)
Fig. 3: Convergence of a-GMRES algorithm with different number of
processors
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ideal
34x34 grid 
66x34 grid
number of processors
Fig. 4: Speedup with different grids for N-S solution
1 processor
2 processors 
4 processors 
8 processors
-10-
10000 20000 30000 40000 50000
cpu(sec)
Fig. 5: Convergence of N-S solution with different number of processors
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1.20e+7 -I
1 .OOe+7 -
8.00e+6 ■
6.000+6 ■
4.000+6 -
2.000+6 -
0.000+0
number of processors
Fig. 6: Memory needed for N-S solution with different number of 
processors in 66x34 grid case
Model: 10° cone 
Mesh: 66 x 34
Conditions:
Inc. = 24°
Moo = 7.95 
Too = 55.4K 
Tw = 309.8K 
RCoo/m = 4.1 X lO6
Fig. 7: Temperature contours of cross sectional view of the cone flowfield
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
An efficient and fast convergent parallel laminar Navier-Stokes solver with a high 
resolution flux difference split scheme has been developed for hypersonic compressible 
flow around conical shape on a distributed memory parallel computer. The flowfield 
simulated include both strong shock waves and a large separated region. The 
parallelization is based on the parallel cc-GMRES solver for the large sparse non- 
symmetric linear system. The parallel scheme maintains the convergence and the accuracy 
of the original sequential scheme and does not increase any inner boundary condition. In 
the parallel scheme we store the elements of Jacobian of the linear system with no overlap 
in different processors, i.e. the sum of the storage of the matrix elements in each processor 
is the same as the storage of the matrix elements in the sequential scheme, which is the 
main storage of the Newton s method. This data storage method provides positive scope 
for solving the full 3-D Reynold's averaged Navier-Stokes equation using Newton's 
method in the future.
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